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EDITOR’S NOTE
The vision of the Power to You(th) programme is that Adolescent Girls and Young Women 
(AGYW) from underserved communities make informed choices, enjoy their sexuality, and 
are free from harmful practices in gender-equitable and violence-free societies.

The journey towards attaining this vision is long, hard, and messy. Going against the tide 
of entrenched culture and tradition requires levels of personal sacrifice and professional 
commitment few people are prepared to give.

In Kenya, the Power to You(th) program is being implemented in four counties i.e. Kajiado, 
Homabay, Siaya and Migori County. This selection was based on the fact that these are all 
patriarchal societies, where decision-making lies with the men while adolescents, girls and 
young women are often marginalized.

All these counties also show a high prevalence of harmful practices such Female Genital 
Mutilation (FGM), early child and forced marriage, unintended pregnancies and Sexual and 
Gender Based Violence (SGBV).

This Anthology is a snapshot into the lived realities of the few societal actors, religious leaders, 
lawmakers, champions, young men and women who have dared take a stand against the 
injustices they see holding back the youth in their communities. 

Some of the storytellers are survivors of these harmful practices. Others are community 
members - young and old - armed with nothing more than a vision and a commitment to 
be the generation that will say they stood up against the powers that oppress and suppress 
young people – and prevailed.

All of the contributors in this Anthology work with the Power to You(th) programme in their 
respective communities. They are also all works in progress. None claims to have arrived or 
figured out the fool-proof solution to what ails their society. 

But they all lay claim to this singular passion – to see young people (and future generations) 
empowered to shape cultures and practices that will see a thriving society where young 
men and women are not stepped on, sidelined, or silenced.

Ngare Kariuki,
NAYA Kenya



ALICE MASINTE, 31,
Founder Naret Entoiye CBO
Loitoktok, Kajiado South

I am a survivor of FGM, and I would not wish for another 
girl to go through what I went through. The memory 
of my ordeal is still very vivid. This was in 2006. I was 
just 12 years old. After going through excruciating pain 
and bleeding heavily, I vowed that if it was in my power 
to stop it, no girl should ever go through what I went 
through. 
 
After graduating college in 2017, I returned to my village 
and witnessed many girls go through the same ordeal. 
In my community, girls are immediately married off after 
being cut because they are perceived as adults and 
grownups. 
 
Another reason girls here get married early is because 
they engage in early sex, which leads to teen pregnancy, 
with the only logical solution being marriage to the man 
responsible for the pregnancy. 
 
So, when I returned to Rombo, my village, my heart broke 
when I saw many girls dropping out of school and getting 
married. They did not know any better because they had 
no role models. I was saddened to see that even after all 
these years, life had not changed for our young girls. 
 
I decided I will not just sit back and watch. I came 
together with a few friends who shared my passion, and 
we formed a Community Based Organization to fight for 
the right of girls to be girls and not have their childhood 
stolen. 
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MY VISION 
I want to see a Siaya that is self-
sufficient; a county where a woman 
has the choice to decide when they 
want to have a child and when to 
marry. I want to see a society where 
women are not condemned for being 
pregnant as teenagers/ adolescents. 
We cannot talk about ending 
teenage pregnancy and only focus on 
putting girls back to school – a lot 
more support is needed especially 
psychosocial 
and financial.

We vowed to be the voice of these 
young girls who had been silenced by 
culture and circumstance. The work is 
not easy. Standing against the tide of 

culture is exceedingly difficult. 
 
For instance, many girls embrace this harmful 
practice. They have internalized the norm and they 
do not see themselves as victims. You try and talk 
to them, mentor them, train them, tell them about 
the harmful effects of FGM... but you still see girls 
dropping out of school and getting pregnant at 12.

Many of them often lose hope and see no point in 
continuing an education. Peer pressure is a significant 
factor. The girls, just like any other adolescents, want 
to fit in and staying in school is against the norm. They 
will often argue that: “No one will marry me, and my 
family will reject me. If I refuse to get cut, it will bring a 
curse to my father and entire family.”

It is also extremely difficult to convince the older 
generation, who see only benefits and no problems, 
with these practices. When I go to the villages and 
talk to women, many would point at me and tell me: 
“We remember you, Alice. You were cut. You went 
to school and look at you, you are now a successful 
woman. What are you now coming to tell us? Why 
would you say that girls who are cut will have their 
lives ended and yet you are living proof of the 
contrary?” 
 
I tell them that I had a lot of difficulty giving birth 
to my first child in 2014 because of the cut. I barely 
survived the experience. But they will not be 
persuaded because they are wired not to listen. 
 
We also experience challenges within our own local 
government. For instance, we expect the chiefs – 
government officers – to enforce anti-FGM and anti-
child marriage laws, but they do not do it. The irony 
is that sometimes the child, the FGM perpetrator, or 
even the old man who wants to marry the girl is from 
the same family as the chief. So, the chief will not 
report or punish the case.  

 
They will instead suggest local dispute resolution and 
kangaroo courts, which means the girl must conform 
to the expected cultural norm and get married. 
 
We have some successes where we see girls who 
have avoided the cut and have managed to go to 
school even to university level. But the community 
is also changing tactics. For instance, they will cut a 
girl at an incredibly early age and in secret, making 
accountability much harder.  
 
Sometimes they also cut girls during the ceremonies 
meant for boys. 
 

This work is complex. But 
if different stakeholders 
come together, we can beat 
back these vices and save 
our girls. We must include 
the youth and the girls 
themselves. 

We need to highlight the successes of girls who 
have avoided FGM and child marriage as inspiring 
examples to the young girls. 
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KELVIN LETEIPA, 24,
Afro Pop Artist
Kuku, Kajiado South
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As a performing artist, I am passionate 
about speaking on behalf of those who do 
not have the voice or confidence to share 
whatever they feel or experience. 

 
I speak mostly about the community in my music. 
My home county of Kajiado has a lot of untold stories 
that I believe can inspire an entire generation for the 
better. 
 

When you do something for 
the community, especially 
the weak and vulnerable, 
you may not gain something 
today, tomorrow, or even 
next week... but trust me, 
you always gain something 
much more powerful. 
 
Currently many of us are still recovering from the 
effects of the COVID19 pandemic. And a few may 
never fully recover. You see, the pandemic forced 
people to be cramped up in the same house or room 
the entire day. This is always a recipe for conflict and 
violence — and we saw it in the rise of GBV (Gender 
Based Violence) cases. 
 
Just last year, a friend called me late at night. She 
sounded desperate and distressed. She wanted to 
see me. When I went there and saw her she looked 
like a car had run over her. She told me her boyfriend 
had beaten her up.  
 
She said she had told him that he was wrong about 
something and he beat her up. When I asked her 
“why don’t you leave him?” she told me “no, in church 
we were told to restore the broken person and not 
just replace him with another.” 
 
I told her, “Okay, if you can’t leave him then why 
not report him to the police at least then he will 
be punished and will understand there are legal 
consequences to his actions?”  

She said “no, I will leave him to God.” 
 
I tried to push the issue, but she got mad at me and 
did not want to engage further. I was incredibly angry 
as I walked back home. I thought hard about what 
would drive someone to this point where your partner 
beats you up, injures you seriously, and you do not 
want to take any action to help yourself, just because 
you want to please them and show you are obedient. 
 
There are many toxic elements of our culture that 
cause men to behave like this. For instance, the wife 
is expected to be submissive to the husband and 
speaking up is seen as an act of disobedience. The 
church also teaches that the wife should submit to 
the husband, yet at the end of the day when the same 
woman is injured or dead the church and culture will 
not resurrect you. 
 
When I got home, I made the decision to help my 
friend even at the risk of losing the friendship. I called 
her father, and the matter was taken up.  
 
As part of my small contribution to society, I have 
been undertaking a small project called “Born 
Perfect” where I help people share information about 
GBV. On a weekly basis I would design posters with 
encouraging and informative messages and include 
people’s pictures and they would share on their social 
media platforms.  

MY VISION 
Information is power. I want to see 
a society where young people are 
informed about their value, dignity, 
and rights. I have noticed that many 
of these GBV cases happen due to 
ignorance and lack of awareness. 
Many men who beat their wives do 
not even know that they are breaking 
the law. It is normal to them. Once 
people have the right information, 
they will clearly know their needs 
and their responsibilities.
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NAOMI YIAPASO, 23,
Youth Advocate 
Maparasha, Kajiado Central
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My family comes from a remote part of Kajiado, and 
my dad was a product of his environment. He did 
not see the need to take girls to school. All his peers 
married off their daughters as soon as they passed 
the circumcision ritual, and that is what he planned to 
do. Since I was his first born, he planned to marry me 
off to an older man. 
 

Luckily, I went to live with my maternal grandmother 
when I was still young, and she lived in a more urban 
area. When my dad came to the area, he found it 
strange that so many girls my age were going to 
school. This changed his mind and reduced the 
pressure to marry me off.  
 
He agreed for me to join school if I did not disappoint 
him. I joined school. My performance at school 
motivated my dad so much that he vowed to take all 
my siblings, three brothers and two sisters, to school. 

Many parents in my community still see girls through 
the lens of marriage and bearing children, so they do 
not see the need to educate the girl child. 
 
Even those who go to school often drop out at around 
class 6 or 7, long before they even sit for their primary 
school national exams. 
 
Even sadder is the fact that many of these girls 
do not have a say on the decision to drop out of 
school. They must agree to be married to these old 
men or become outcasts in their own families and 
community. 
 
I am convinced the fight to keep girls in school should 
target parents and the larger community. We need to 
change systems. 

Many girls who avoid FGM and child marriage 
are usually shunned in the community. So it is not 
sustainable to simply rescue girls from FGM or child 
marriage and leave them in a more miserable state 
where they do not even have a home. 

I was almost a child bride

“I may have avoided child 
marriage myself; but I 
have not been spared 
from seeing many peers 
and friends go through 
FGM (Female Genital 
Mutilation) and end 
up married while still 
children. 

MY VISION 
I want to see the total end of 
FGM and child marriage in my 
community. It is frightening how 
rampant these vices still are in 
Maparasha and neighboring areas, 
despite being a violation of many 
laws. I want to see fewer girls 
drop out of school. I want them to 
get a chance at a better life. This 
is what I have dedicated my time 
as a youth advocate towards. 
This is my contribution to my 
community. 
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PASCAL OTIENO, 69,
Kakan Clan Elder
Alego Usonga, Siaya County

I am an elder in the Kakan 
clan in Alego, Usonga. I 
have always had a passion 
for religion and philosophy, 
although my journey took 
many detours throughout the 
course of my life. 

My education was intermittent, as I had to drop 
out of primary school to help my father at the 
farm since he could not afford school fees. I 
stayed out of school for a year, but my father 

saw my desire for an education would not be silenced, so 
I returned to school.

I eventually graduated from Kisumu Boys High School, 
where I was among the first African students in a school 
that had initially only admitted Asians and Europeans.

It was during my A-level education that I decided to 
seriously act on my passion for religion. After graduating 
Form 6, I decided to pursue priesthood. This involved first 
taking a Philosophy course for two years in my pursuit 
of a Theology Degree. I would, however, drop out in my 
third year of Theology studies (a 6-year course) because I 
had to go help my father educate my younger siblings.

So, I parked my theological and priesthood ambitions 
and became a teacher. I would teach for 13 years before 
changing jobs and joining Posta Telecommunications for 
a year.

It was during my stint at Posta that Catholics Bishops 
reached out to me and asked if I could start giving talks 
on Catholicism in prisons. I jumped at the opportunity 
even though it was a lower paying job. I enjoyed the job 
because it was within my passion in Theology.
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I worked in Kenya Prisons 
as a provincial Catholic 
chaplain for 15 years. I 
served the poorest of the 
poor in society, and it was 
through this experience that 
I developed a passion for 
young people..

I further trained in counseling and drug addiction 
management, since I encountered this problem a lot 
in the prisons. There were a lot of other challenges 
I had to deal with, especially when I realized many 
young people were being jailed innocently. 

After my retirement in 2007, my passion for helping 
the youth and the underprivileged women in the 
society has only grown. In my home area, I founded 
the “Yes Group” movement, to help poor people 
during a death, since many struggled to get money 
for proper send-off and a decent burial for their loved 
ones.

Over the years, I have particularly been concerned 
with the plight of widows and orphans, and how 
harmful cultural practices continue to subject them to 
sexual and gender-based violence as well as poverty.

The practice of wife inheritance, for instance, has left 
many women in a very powerless state. It seemed 
that the initial reason for wife inheritance had been 
forgotten – which was to ensure that the family of the 
deceased was well taken care of. 

It was a very noble idea originally. But it ended up 
degenerating into a simple sexual act. I have tried to 
explain and address this with other elders, as part of 
the elders. It is still a difficult conversation, because 
many see it as encouraging rebellion in women, yet 
what we want is to dignify them.

I also champion for the children from such families 
to be educated (orphans and children of widows). 

Originally the role of elders in Luo society was to 
ensure widows and orphans are well taken care of. 
The questions we sought to answer were: “How are 
young people raised? How are vulnerable people 
taken care of?”

But today many who become 
leaders in the community 
are only after the financial 
opportunities that come with 
the title, and not the interest 
of the people and the 
vulnerable. Certain things 
that people are calling “our 
culture” today are deplorable 
and do not represent the 
roots of our traditions. 

Through the engagements I have had with CSOs like 
NAYA and Siaya Muungano, I am better informed, and 
I have even been suggesting and introducing issues 
in the elders’ meetings that were not there before. 
Issues such as Gender Based Violence and what 
elders need to do to end the vice. 

MY VISION 
I want to see a return to value 
driven system that protects the 
vulnerable and empowers the 
youth in the society. The loss 
of values and focus on money 
has derailed our society. Even 
when I see Siaya County being 
criticized on national platforms 
for not doing well economically, 
I am unfazed because I know 
having resources without values 
will only enrich those who are 
selfish and corrupt. We need 
real and true leaders and not 
just lovers of money. 
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SALOME SIJENYI, 33,
Technical Advisor, Siaya County 
Health Services
Gem, Siaya County
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I was born to an adolescent mother, raised by 
my maternal grandparents who took care of 
me when my mother went back to school. But 
as fate would have it, she got pregnant again, 

shortly after, but this time she lost her life trying to get 
rid of the pregnancy.
 
I attended the only girls’ day secondary school in 
my locale at the time – a school pioneered by my 
grandfather to help girls who did not qualify for costly 
boarding schools. I was also the first girl to go to 
university from this school. I studied Communications 
for my undergraduate and later pursued a Masters in 
Business Administration.  
 
I would later join the County government of Siaya 
where I provided technical services to the Health 
Services Committee. I had never stepped into a 
health class before, so I learned on the job, developed 
an interest in health, and took a lot of online classes. 
In 2019 I was awarded a scholarship to study MSc 
in Global Health Delivery at the University of Global 
Health Equity in Rwanda, which I completed in 2020.
 

My history inclines me to 
adolescent girls sexual and 
reproductive health matters. 
I made it my mission to do 
the best I can to help any 
girl who may find herself in 
similar circumstances. 
 
At the County Assembly of Siaya, I championed 
several legislations that were meant to improve 
Primary Health Care in the County. The Siaya County 
Health Services Act, 2019 allows hospitals to keep the 
user fee collected from patients and use the funds to 
defray their expenses.

A fraction of the user fee (25%) is also shared to 
satellite dispensaries and hospitals to improve their 
service delivery. This provision strengthens Primary 
Health Care in the County which if fully implemented, 
will see more women and childrens’ lives saved at the 
nearest health centers.

The situation before this Act was that hospitals would 
collect user fee and bank into the County Revenue 
Account expecting it to be sent back to the facilities 
as is envisioned by the Public Finance Management 
Act, 2012. However, none of the hospitals ever got up 
to 50% of their collections. Most hospitals had their 
operations grounded.
 
Also, I reached out to partners to help draft the 
Siaya County Reproductive, Maternal Neonatal 
Child Health which was important to me because 
it is going to improve service delivery to women of 
reproductive age and children.

MY VISION 
I want to see a Siaya that is 
self-sufficient; a county where 
a woman has the choice to 
decide when they want to have 
a child and when to marry. I 
want to see a society where 
women are not condemned for 
being pregnant as teenagers/ 
adolescents. We cannot talk 
about ending teenage pregnancy 
and only focus on putting girls 
back to school – a lot more 
support is needed especially 
psychosocial and financial. 
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PATRICIA APOLI, 62,
Chairperson, Maendeleo ya Wanawake 
Alego, Siaya County
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I got married as a second wife when I was 15 years old 
and gave birth to my son at 16. It was a different time, 
and this was entirely normal in the society I grew up in.

MY VISION 
I want to see all girls in Siaya 
empowered and educated and 
taking care of themselves and 
thinking for themselves without 
seeking permission from any man. 
Education is power, and I want to 
see girls in this community taking 
hold of this power and using it to 
their advantage. For all the work 
I have done, I give credit to God, 
and I see it as an achievement of 
the Holy Spirit.

A few years later, I was 
selected to chair the 
women’s charter for the 
Development Committee 
in the District. My 
husband did not consent 
to this leadership post, 
but I took it anyway.

Though it was a taboo to educate girls among 
the Luo community decades ago, I was lucky 
to still get an education, even though an 
incomplete one. I dropped out of secondary 

school at Form 2 and was married immediately.
 
This, however, did not kill my passion for education. I 
decided that if I was not to finish school, I would still 
fight for other girls to get an education.

When I was 22, I started moving around talking to 
girls who were adolescents, asking them to stay in 
school, get a good education and not end up a man’s 
helper like me.

I would move around the district with my husband’s 
bicycle. This was the only way I could move around 
since I was not allowed to move around on my own, 
and my husband refused to give me money for the 
bus.

But I was determined. I would go to barazas and 
would raise up my hand even if not given opportunity 
and would speak about the importance of educating 
girls. This was in the early 80s to 90s.

Whenever the District Commissioner held a baraza, I 
would make sure I traveled in the government vehicle. 
Since my husband would not consent to this, I would 
tell him I am going to farm or visit a close relative. 

Sometimes I would just have to sneak out without his 
knowledge.

It has been a long journey that has lasted for 
decades, but I have not given up campaigning 
and championing for the rights of girls and young 
women in Siaya and the country. I was lucky enough 
to receive some training in Kisumu to improve my 
skills on community engagement regarding women’s 
issues.

Many girls have accepted my calls to use 
contraception and prioritize education before they are 
ready for a child. But others have objected since the 
force of culture and influence by peers is still strong.

I am glad my work has borne fruit, and I was even 
awarded a certificate of recognition by former 
president Mwai Kibaki. But this has not made the 
journey any easier, especially since I work for free and 
do not have a lot of financial support.

From the early 2000s, I have seen many young 
girls become sensitized about early pregnancies 
and a reduction of school dropouts. I have seen big 
changes in Siaya County, especially in Alego where I 
was born, bred, and married. 

I have seen chiefs, DOs and DCs also taking up these 
issues and resisting harmful cultural practices. Unlike 
back when I was a girl, many girls are now educated, 
even with PhDs. This is progress.
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SHALIN OBINDA, 26, 
Youth Advocate
Alego East, Siaya County
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SHALIN OBINDA, 26, 
Youth Advocate
Alego East, Siaya County

As a Person Living with 
Disability (PLWD), I thank 
God my parents supported 
me and gave me the greatest 
gift in the world – a good 
education.

I have just graduated college, in December 2021, 
where I studied Social Work. However, I have 
always had a passion for law, and I will be 
going to university to study Criminology.

Though I had a normal experience in primary and 
high school, I cannot say the same for my college 
years. In primary and high school, people did not 
judge me for my disability. They loved me. I passed 
my national exams and joined college.

That’s when things changed.

I experienced a lot of psychological trauma in college. 
People were quite judgmental, unlike primary and 
high school. When I went to live at the campus 
hostels in first year, the other girls would stare at me 
and avoid me, and they presumed that I would bother 
them and require a lot of help.

Some would even say that I will need help taking a 
shower  and they did not want to be bothered. 

I ended up spending a lot of time by myself as the 
girls did not want to associate or hang out with me. 
It got so bad that at one point I wanted to drop out 
of school. When we broke for the holidays, I did not 
want to return the following year after attachment.

My grandmother would constantly ask me why 
I did not want to go back to school although my 
fees were fully paid. Instead of telling her the truth, 
I would break down and cry. The humiliation was 
overwhelming, and I did not think I could handle it. 

I finally told her the reason. “I don’t like the way those 
people look at me and treat me, it’s like they hate me,” 
I said..

It affected me so much that I went for counseling. The 
counseling helped me establish my identity. I finally 
knew myself and that I was not to be defined by my 
disability. I understood that I went to school to study 
and did not have to listen to those negative voices.

To avoid the harassment, I moved out of the hostel 
and lived outside the campus grounds for the rest 
of my time in college. This was quite helpful as I was 
able to better focus on my studies without dealing 
with bullying and mistreatment from peers.

In a way, looking back right now, I thank those girls 
because they made me strong. They helped me affirm 
my identity. I know who I am. Now someone cannot 
intimidate me so easily.

I still intend to work in law and the criminal justice 
system since I have always had a passion for helping 
people, especially PLWDs. I have realized that many 
PLWDs do not know their rights. 

I am lucky that my parents invested in my education. I 
am well informed so you cannot humiliate me. I know 
my rights and can stand up for my rights, but many 
PLWDs do not have this information. Some parents 
still hide their children with disabilities in houses and 
many do not get a good education.

As a youth advocate, I come across many cases of 
young girls in high school getting pregnant, with 
many dropping out of school. Siaya also has one of 
the highest HIV infections rates in Kenya, and the 
burden of HIV is more on the younger people. 

We need to create more awareness about HIV, talk 
to our fellow youth, and take measures to protect 
young girls when they get pregnant. This is especially 
because most of these pregnancies are a result of 
rape and defilement. 

MY VISION 
I want to see a society where 
all young people are empowered 
with information to claim their 
rights, a society where no youth 
will be discriminated against or 
denied opportunities because 
of their disability. I also want 
to see a Siaya where men do not 
feel entitled to abuse women and 
where Gender Based Violence is 
not seen as a cultural practice. 
Many communities here still 
believe that beating a wife is 
a sign of love, but this is a lie 
and a myth that needs to be 
destroyed.
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HON MAENDE OGWENO, 
Former chair, Migori County 
Health Committee,
Rongo, Migori County

I have been in politics since 2017, when I was elected as the MCA for Central Kamagambo Ward in Rongo. 
My journey into politics was born out of the desire to 
do more to help people in my community, especially 

regarding healthcare. 
 
I am a trained Pharmatech and licensed with theKenya 
Pharmacy and Poisons Board. 

I own a Pharmacy in Rongo, and 
during my practice I encountered 
so many members of the 
community who would come to 
the pharmacy because they could 
not get good healthcare services 
from local health facilities. 
This pushed me into politics, 
especially because I wanted 
to highlight the plight of local 
health workers. 
 
I have chaired the Migori County Health Committee for 
the past few years, championed and passed several bills 
into laws that have positively impacted both individuals 
and health systems in Migori. For instance, I sponsored the 
County Health Services bill, which addressed the issue of 
delayed funding for health facilities. 

Delays and bureaucratic clogging would often adversely 
affect service delivery to the community, leading to poor 
health outcomes and high mortality rates. 
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The bill proposed that monies collected in 
each health facility should be prioritized for 
use in the same facilities and regions in the 
county. Of course, with the guidance of the 

county budget committee. 
 
We have also been recently deliberating on the 
Community Health Volunteers (CHVs) bill which 
addresses the plight of these people who have direct 
contact with the community and the sick. 

Many CHVs in Migori County have complained for 
years over the lack of budgetary transparency and 
uncertainty on whether they would get their stipends. 
Even for those who get compensated, the amount is 
not standardized. 

Just over a year ago when I tested positive for 
COVID19, it was these same CHVs who were taking 
care of me. I had the chance to see what they go 
through. Many of them did not even have protective 
devices. Some of them told me that they are given 
a stipend of only KES3,000 per month, with no 
guarantee that this will be paid regularly. 

The issue is not so much the amount but the 
reliability of the support. We needed a law that 
regulates and dictates what to expect at the end of 
the month. 

I was particularly passionate about this bill also 
because these very CHVs are usually the champions 
against sexual and gender-based violence and are 
best placed to get information and help victims. If 
empowered, the chain of information to relevant 
authorities, as well as interventions, will significantly 
improve. 
 

I come from the sugar belt area, and beyond just 
growing sugar, there’s also gold in the area. I have 
encountered many scenarios of sexual violation of 
girls around these mines.  
 
There are also many cases of teen pregnancy in the 
region, many of which are linked to SGBV (Sexual 
Gender Based Violence) as some of these girls are 
coerced into sex, defiled and many of them raped. 
 
I also regularly take time to speak to the community 
on SGBV and encourage people to report cases 
without fear of retribution or stigma. We also engage 
young people through platforms provided by partners 
like NAYA (Network for Adolescent and Youth of 
Africa) which has empowered youth to take the same 
message to the community as local champions. 
 
Within the county assembly, I actively advocated 
for the same rights and protections against harmful 
practices, especially against girls and women. I have 
always tried to keep my colleagues informed and 
sensitized on the issues affecting women and girls, 
because the same issues affecting my constituents 
also affect other people of Migori County.

MY VISION 
In the next 5 years, I want to 
see a significant drop in teen 
pregnancy and sexual and 
gender-based violence in Migori 
County. I also want to see a 
community that is empowered 
with information and systems 
that are working to help the 
people. Let us all play our part 
to protect future generations by 
empowering and protecting the 
current generation.
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I have championed for the rights of young 
people – female and male – for about nine 
years now. I rally young people and the 
community against harmful practices like 

FGM, child marriage and GBV, which are especially 
rampant in my Kuria Community.

This is a passion that was grown in me by my 
parents. My late father was a strong male figure in 
my life. He was a religious leader and pastor who 
protected his children, especially my sisters.

In Kuria community every girl must pass through 
FGM as a rite of passage. My father protected my 
eldest sister (I am second born, with another younger 
sister) during the FGM period when she was in her 
early teens, the time when girls go through the cut in 
my community.

During the school holidays, especially in December 
when the FGM ceremonies are performed, my father 
would send my sister away to visit relatives in the 
urban areas. In this way, my sisters were always away 
during the FGM season.

My father’s Christian values 
strongly influenced his 
decisions and actions. He 
would often speak boldly 
against social ills and 
harmful cultural practices. 
His words were not always 
received well since he 
contradicted the community 
and many relatives.

VINCENT OGALLO MWITA, 27,
Anti-FGM campaigner
Kuria, Migori County
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VINCENT OGALLO MWITA, 27,
Anti-FGM campaigner
Kuria, Migori County

All I know is that through my father’s efforts, 
my sister finally graduated college without 
getting the cut. 

My father’s commitment towards his family and the 
community inspired and encouraged me to get into 
activism and advocacy. I have learnt that there’s less 
pressure on girls to give into the cut if there are family 
and community members who support her.
  
My father passed away shortly after my sister 
graduated, and I stepped into his shoes. I got into 
activism to protect my younger sister and other 
young women. I always encouraged my sister to feel 
free to tell me if she felt any pressure from friends and 
community to give into these harmful practices.

During school holidays I would engage other young 
people during community football tournaments. I 
would borrow money from my mother to buy young 
people sodas, and I would give them the drinks on 
condition that I have a conversation with them. I 
have also had many opportunities to share the same 
message in churches. 
 
My father died when my younger sister was in 
high school. I am glad to say that I have fulfilled his 
mission and honored his legacy by protecting my 
sister from the cut until she graduated. 

FGM is not just a girl’s or 
women’s problem. Men and 
boys have a stake especially 
in terms of joining hands to 
end FGM and other harmful 
practices in community. 
This is because many of our 
societies are patriarchal, and 
men hold the decision-making 
power as well as influence in 
society.
Many women like my sister can now proudly say 
they avoided the horror of FGM because their fathers 
spoke up for them and protected them. Therefore, we 
must rally men and boys to speak up and stand up 
against these practices. 

We continue to hold regular forums to sensitize men, 
such as MURA (Men United Ready for Action). In 
these forums we target males and rally them with 
information, and empower them to be champions. 
Men need to be their sisters’ keepers, and protectors 
of their children from harmful practices. 

MY VISION 
I want to see a free, just, 
and transformed community. 
Communities that are free from 
harmful cultural practices like 
FGM, end up progressing. When 
girls are protected, we will have 
a just society where everyone 
is free to do what they want, 
pursue their education, and 
dream. And when transformation 
begins from the youth, we will 
see a developed and prosperous 
society.
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BISHOP SAMWEL ORIENG’,
Ebenezer Apostolic Mission of Kenya
Ndhiwa, Homa Bay
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I am a Bishop and I serve all people, but I have 
a particular concern for the young people 
and their welfare. Many young people in this 
community make decisions that they end up 

regretting for the rest of their lives because they have 
no one to guide them.

As a church leader, I have spent many years doing 
guidance and counseling. In my work I come across 
many young women being beaten in relationships, 
and young girls sneaked into early marriages.

Another sad situation I have encountered is how 
many young people, especially young girls, have tried 
to commit suicide because they felt overwhelmed by 
the circumstances.

Over the years, some have known about my work, 
and they would contact my office for help, and I 
would make arrangements to get help to the affected 
people.

I have handled cases where husbands would beat 
their wives simply due to lack of food or food not 
being ready when he gets home. Yet he did not leave 
any money for the wife to buy food. Husbands would 
attack and beat their wives to almost killing them.

I have so far handled more than six cases that ended 
up as police cases. Some ended up in court while 
others were resolved at the police station.

One major case ended up in court and the husband 
is now serving time in prison. He had beaten his wife 
almost to death.

With the help of NAYA and Wanawake Wavuvi, I have 
also had the opportunity to enhance my skills on how 
to engage the community, especially young people. 

An important aspect of 
this training is increased 
knowledge on the legal 
aspects and options for 
young people, as well as the 
relevant policy reforms that 
need to happen to realize 
more permanent changes.
I still vividly recall the case of this Standard 6 girl, 13 
years old, who had gone to play with her friends. A 
man approached her, asking for a relationship that 
would lead to marriage.

The man convinced the minor and disappeared with 
her. When the parents brought the matter to us, we 
looked everywhere for the girl. We searched for three 
days. We would later learn that the man had taken 
the girl to Kabuoch. 

When news of her disappearance spread and got 
public attention, the man panicked and released 
the girl. As the girl was on the way home, another 
man intercepted her and took her to his house in 
Kanyekela while pretending to help her.

When we learnt about this, we went to the area 
assistant chief to report. Then we all went in the 
night, and at around 1am we reached the house 
under heavy security and rescued the girl. The man 
escaped and is still at large. The girl said the man had 
promised to marry her. The girl is currently safely in a 
children’s home. The case was taken to the police.

We don’t have much to go with in terms of resources, 
but I help in any way I can, including using my car 
to move some of the team members around to 
create more awareness. We are seeing an impact, 
and there’s increased awareness, as more girls are 
empowered, and there’s reduced cases of teen 
pregnancy.

MY VISION 
I want to see a society where the 
police do not love money at the 
expense of girls’ lives. Our work 
is made difficult because the 
police are corrupted and often 
pocket money to drop serious 
cases of rape and defilement. 
This is especially visible when 
it is a rich person facing a poor 
person. I want to see a fair and 
just society where the rule of law 
prevails; where women and girls 
know their rights; and where 
cases of GBV are prosecuted.
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BENEDICT OCHIENG, 39,
Wanawake Wavuvi 
Homabay County
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After I graduated from high school, things 
were tough. I did not have the connections 
that some people have to get ahead. Nobody 
would help me despite having the potential 

to work hard to put things on the table.

Sometimes you just have to make your own road after 
learning from those who have gone before you.  

Through engagement with 
mentors in community 
development, I became a 
change agent. I realized that 
if I just influenced two or 
three people, they would in 
turn influence two or three 
more and the change will 
spread throughout the entire 
society.
I am passionate about meaningful and constructive 
engagement of young people. I continue to do 
this because there are many youths here who are 
uninformed and end up in dysfunctional lifestyles.

I have influenced many people through motivational 
talks. I give talks in schools to motivate young people, 
reminding them that they hold their future in their 
hands. I also talk to young girls and boys telling them 
that no mistake is beyond correction, and they should 
not give up. 

One day, I received a call from an unknown number 
and the person on the other end sounded distressed. 
It was a lady, and she was calling from Ndhiwa. I used 
my transport and traveled to Ndhiwa to see if there 
was any way I could help.

The lady told me that she had a young baby, and she 
was the sole head of her family since her parents 
were dead. Her uncles wanted to take over her 
inherited property simply because she was a lady. 
She was told to fend for herself and give up the land.

This made me very angry. I realized she did not know 
about her rights, and I told her that she had the right, 
under the Kenyan constitution, to inherit and own 
property. We are still walking the journey of ensuring 
that we set the record straight. 

The local chief in her area did not want to help 
because he had been corrupted by the lady’s uncles. 
So, we moved to Homa Bay sub county, where a 
woman assistant sub county commissioner took 
up the matter and linked the case with Maendeleo 
ya Wanawake and FIDA (Federation of Women 
Lawyers). The lady got lawyers to represent her pro 
bono.
 
Since she was still young, the lady also wanted to go 
back to school, but the headteacher of her previous 
school did not want to readmit her given her baby 
situation and long absence from school. We took the 
matter to the education department in Homa Bay, 
and the girl is now in another school. She will be 
sitting her national secondary school exams this year. 

Even more encouraging is that the lady is keeping her 
land and can now take care of her entire family. 

This lady is an example of the change that is possible 
for every young person in Homa Bay County and 
beyond. Stories like hers are what drives me and 
informs a lot of our work with young people to 
counter harmful cultural practices in our community. 
 
We need more engagements with the schools, 
especially on school re-entry policies. The lady I am 
talking about, for instance, is not “a bad example” to 
other girls but a victim of the community. We need 
to learn to see her as an inspiration to all instead of a 
warning.

MY VISION 
I want to see duty bearers having 
a responsive behavior in terms 
of actions to reduce incidents of 
harmful practices. I also want to see 
community and state actors take 
these harmful practices seriously 
and work towards making it a thing 
of the past. We must stand up and 
challenge the government to be 
candid in addressing issues of early 
marriages and teenage pregnancies 
in the community.

As I always say: “The only person 
we are waiting for in this walk and 
fight, is the person standing in 
your mirror.” 
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LYDIA ATIENO HONGO, 24,
Kendu Bay,
Rachwenya North
Homabay County
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I love working with young people, especially teen moms, because I was a teen mom myself, 
and I went through what many of these young 
mothers go through.

I was 18, fresh in college and madly in love. Then 
I got pregnant, and everything changed. The man 
responsible for the pregnancy decided he wanted 
nothing to do with me or the pregnancy, and I was 
left to deal with it alone.

Given that I had just started college and needed to 
focus on my education, it was very traumatizing. To 
make matters worse, I developed complications at 
childbirth, including a fistula, which meant more time 
at the hospital and a financial burden.

I remember I gave birth 
around the time I was to sit 
for my exams. Many girls 
in my position would have 
simply dropped out of school 
or deferred until a later time. 
But I chose not to defer and 
pull through college.
I realized that if I deferred then I would be sacrificing 
my future since chances of coming back would be 
low. I had vowed to myself that I will build the future 
I want. So, I did my exams and eventually graduated 
from Moi University with a degree in Political Science 
and Public Administration.

My ordeal opened my eyes to so many young girls 
who go through a lot and have no one to talk to. 
When you add the dynamics of finances and mental 
health on top, it gets very complicated.

I am passionate about reaching out to and helping 
teen mothers and girls in similar position. 
I have also learnt that not all teen pregnancies 
arise from relationships. Many times, these girls are 
defiled or raped and otherwise forced to have non-
consensual sex, and they need a lot of help. 

In my community, I have been engaging teen mothers 
and those who dropped out of school. We’ve been 
hosting mentorship sessions with them through 
partnerships with other organizations. 

About 20 of them have graduated with hands-
on skills training, that is basket weaving, sweater 
weaving, and mat weaving and this will ensure 
that they are financially independent even as they 
navigate the future.

I am also a youth champion involved in initiatives that 
deal with contraceptives. I refer many teen girls to 
these facilities and programs to access youth-friendly 
reproductive health services and commodities. 

MY VISION 
I want to see young people getting 
out there, being represented 
in decision making tables, and 
making their own decisions. Good 
and informed decisions. I want to 
see a society with policies that 
protect the youth when it comes to 
access and uptake of SRHR and SGBV 
services. Duty bearers should not 
just throw condoms at young people 
and hope problems will go away, 
they should also ensure facilities 
are youth friendly, and address the 
real roots of many problems ailing 
our young people.
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